
Luke 21 vs 5 to 19 
 
Perhaps you remember St Peter’s words saying: “always be prepared to give an answer to 
everyone who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you have”  
 
Even if you don’t remember the quote, I’m sure most of us have struggled to give that 
answer, to express that hope with any clear rationale, in particular in the face of the deep 
sufferings and disappointments of shared humanity.   
 
“How is it”, people ask, “that you can believe that God is love, that there is a hope you can 
share, when the face of suffering shouts louder than your simple faith that God is love?”. 
 
Yet I know that when we have connected with God through Christ we do have that 
instinctive hope, that sense that it will be alright in the end, that not all problems have 
answers just yet … but they will, and so we carry on in hope. 
 
But what about giving a clear answer?  How can we answer our world’s questions with clear 
unfettered, rational thought? 
 
Rather surprisingly, our Gospel passage is one that supports us to have that confident faith, 
with clear, unfettered, rational thought – but like most areas of complex Scripture we do 
have to do some extra work.  So to help you in that extra work, this sermon will be posted 
on our YouTube channel where you can listen or think again.  Just go to YouTube and search 
for South Leightonstone. 
 
Our passage finds Jesus in the final weeks of his life.  He’s arrived as the King with people 
waving palms; he’s cleansed the temple; he’s now preaching in the temple precincts, and 
he’s only a few days away from the final Passover meal and his death that are the basis of 
the communion meal we are to share today.  This is the bleak time in his story combined 
with the clear statement that the king is here to clean things up. 
 
In the middle of that we have a sudden and rather shocking apocalyptic prophecy from 
Jesus describing the destruction of the Jewish temple. 
 
Historically, Jesus’ prophecy is spot-on.  It is well recorded that in AD70 the Romans finally 
had enough of the Jews and they obliterated the temple and created havoc in Jerusalem, 
just as Jesus asserts in vs 32 “truly I say to you, this generation will not pass away until all 
has taken place”. 
 
To help us understand why this setting gives us hope, we need to take some time to 
understand apocalyptic prophecy.  Unfortunately, apocalyptic writings tend to be the ones 
we skirt around and create for ourselves a sort of scriptural blind-spot – we know it’s there, 
we just can’t admit it to ourselves. 
 
Apocalyptic prophecy is found in the book of Revelation, in Daniel, and in snippets of some 
other Old Testament Prophets.  It was a very popular genre of the time and it has a few 
features we need to hold onto to understand it: 



 
1. It has flamboyant, complex and hyperbolic imagery.  Its imagery is meant to be 
understood emotionally rather than either metaphorically or as allegory.  So there are 
phrases that aren’t meant to be understood in any literal sense: e.g. Jesus says in vs 25ff 
“there will be signs in sun and moon and stars … distress of nations in perplexity because of 
the roaring of the sea”.  They are meant to be understood in terms of their impact – 
something like expressionist painting. 
 
2. It is usually about judgement – about God sorting out sinners through massive and 
unpleasant nation on nation invasion. 
 
3. It is usually about the salvation of the faithful few through intense suffering.  If you are 
the faithful, then God’s overturning of the established order will also mean great difficulties 
for you.  However, they will come through as OK in the end. 
 
4. It is usually about God coming as King, of asserting his right to rule and of overturning 
what’s gone before. 
 
and finally, 
 
5. It usually climaxes with ideas about the restoration of the people of Israel, and in 
particular about the restoration of the Temple.  Given the Temple is both the throne of God, 
and his meeting place with humanity, what is being described is God’s action to restore 
relationship and right balance in his creation. 
 
As a genre it developed during the times when the Jews were being ruled by pagan 
emperors like the Romans, and so Jesus is just using a genre of his time – one which speaks 
into and about the Roman occupation of Israel and their hope of deliverance. 
 
But there is a key difference in this apocalyptic passage as compared to the standard 
apocalyptics of the time that in its contrast is crucial – it’s the un-said that is vital for us 
here. 
 
All other apocalyptics talk about restoration, in particular the restoration of Israel and the 
temple.  Jesus doesn’t.  He goes nowhere near saying that the Temple will be re-built.  His 
prophecy appears to be only the doom of Jerusalem and the temple alongside 
encouragement that his followers – who will also suffer in the onslaught – will have both 
strength and wisdom to stand up and witness of their faith.   
 
Interestingly, something that is the same as other apocalyptics is that Jesus has already 
done the return of God as King thing.  Just before this stint in the temple Jesus arrives on a 
donkey into Jerusalem being hailed “blessed is the King who comes in the name of the Lord”.   
 
So our summary is this:   
 
The King has come in Jesus, but the King is only prophesying doom for the temple and 
Jerusalem.  There isn’t a narrative of salvation for Jews in this passage. 



 
So what’s going on?  Why might this extraordinary upheaval, this apparent negative 
outcome, be one that can give us hope? 
 
It’s here that we have to do some hard theology, and so I would like to invite you in your 
leisure to turn to the Apostle Paul’s writings in the letter to the Romans, in particular 
chapters 9-11.  In this hard writing is a general point summarised in Romans 11:30 like this: 
 
“just as you were at one time disobedient to God, but now have received mercy because of 
[Israel’s] disobedience, so [Israel] too have now been disobedient in order that by the mercy 
shown to you they also may now receive mercy”. 
 
The short point being made is that Israel’s rejection of their Christ, their King, has led to 
their judgement, and as a result that grace, that Kingship has moved out to the whole world. 
 
In simple terms, the hope we have within us is that whilst the death of Christ meant God 
was rejected by the Jews, the resurrection of Christ means that hope moves out to the 
whole world – to us and everyone we know. 
 
But we need to refine our sense of hope.   
 
Is our hope simply that God is love and that therefore we have hope?  Well, to some extent, 
of course.  But we need to focus on a particular verse, that on the face of it looks scary, but 
in depth it is our key cause for hope.  
 
In Luke 21 vs 34-35 Jesus, having outlined what is going to happen to Jerusalem and the 
Temple, says this:  “watch yourselves lest your hearts be weighed down with dissipation and 
drunkenness and cares of this life, and that day come upon you suddenly like a trap.  For it 
will come upon all who dwell on the face of the whole earth”. 
 
Jesus is making the point that this cycle of the coming King, of judgement, and of salvation 
of a remnant is a repeating cycle; that this is how it has been, is in his own time, and will be 
in future times. 
 
So why is this defined as hope?   
 
One of the things I’ve come to realise is that if we are to have hope in God, we must develop 
a much more mature understanding of God and his ways.  To simply say “God is love” 
without a full understanding of that love in action is to dilute and cheapen our knowledge of 
God.   
 
In the main this is because the oft-quoted line “God is love” has been said at the same time 
as avoiding a description of God as the one who comes to the world to sort out evil.  It’s 
almost as if we have been describing a God who is all squishy love but who has no sense of 
righteous backbone and who does nothing about the evil of the world.   
 



But what kind of hope is that?  And what kind of God is that?  A God who is only described 
as “love” is in danger of turning him into a monstrous parody of love – one that is all squishy 
feeling but who does nothing about the sin, the evil, the depredations of humanity?   
 
Yet the reality is that if we are to worship God as love, we must also worship him as the one 
who is active in the face of evil.  One whose patience may lead to delayed action, but one 
who nevertheless does act, and do so decisively.  And this is the key to our hope – that God 
does act. 
 
So, how does this passage invite us into hope? 
 
1. Jesus is the God who comes as King to everyone, and who has the power and 
responsibility to overturn evil political and religious systems so that good can flourish. 
 
2. Jesus is the God whose coming in death allows all people everywhere to be reunited with 
God.  A key message of our Gospel is that God is not just for Jews. 
 
3.  Jesus is the God whose resurrection and ascension to Heaven enthroned him as King, and 
who by that event now rules to both love the world and to respond to its evil as a proper 
and just judge. 
 
This is why we can boast of hope in God – not because we believe in simple love; but 
because we believe that God is robust in love; capable and willing to overturn tables so that 
the restricting bands of religion, politics, sin, and humanity can be overcome by grace and 
goodness.  Our hope is that although God plays a long game, he is most definitely in the 
game of life and justice and will overturn the evil of humanity. 
 


